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FULL HOUSEse
I worked as the sole designer with the deputy editor on the
redesign. The dummy we created brought in 100 per cent new advertising
for the launch issue, and the first issue’s sales increased by over 60 per cent.
AND THE LATEST ABC FIGURES CONFIRMED A 43% RISE
YEAR ON YEAR, BY FAR THE STRONGEST PERFORMER
IN THE REAL LIFE SECTOR AT THE TIME.
ART EDITOR CHAT MAGAZINE
I RAN A DEPARTMENT OF UP TO 11. ● ART DIRECTED FOOD,
COVER AND FASHION SHOOTS IN MIAMI, CAPE TOWN AND
LONDON ● ART DIRECTED ALL THE SPECIALS (IE BEST OF
SUMMER SPECIAL ETC) ● HEADED UP FREQUENT REDESIGNS
FOR THE 6 EDITORS I WORKED WITH - THE LAST OF WHICH
SOLD 625,000 COPIES

ELLA’S

Dame Helen

ffashion

FIRST FOR CELEBS

She is hotly tipped
to win an Oscar this
weekend for her
highly acclaimed
portrayal of the
Queen. But here,
Dame Helen
Mirren tells ﬁrst
how she feels
more comfortable
stripping on stage
than she does
dressing up for
award ceremonies

B y Ke n n e t h H u b b
ard

D

[the Queen] is wearing her
own clothes, she’s
25 and was left feeling distrustful
dressing a bit like a mathematics
of
teacher in
She had a four-year relationship men.
a small country town somewhere.”
with
photographer James Wedge
Born Ilyena Vasilievna
and dated Liam
Mironov to a
Neeson, six years her junior,
Russian taxi-driving father
before meeting
and English
American director Taylor
mother from a family of
Hackford on the set
butchers, Dame Helen
of the movie White Night
grew up in a working-class
in 1985.
environment in
When Hackford left his
Southend, Essex. Her rebellious
wife for Mirren, she
spirit soon
was initially branded a
made her quit teacher training
scarlet woman, but the
college to go
couple have now been together
on the stage, against her
parents’ wishes.
for over two
decades. She is stepmother
Soon Helen became notorious
to Hackford’s two
for her nude
grown-up sons but has
scenes in movies including
no children of her own
the controversial
– and has never wanted
Caligula, as well as Excalibur,
any. The couple divide
Cal, The Cook,
their time between their
The Thief, His Wife And
homes in London,
Her Lover and, most
France and Los Angeles.
recently, Calendar Girls
in 2003. She has called
“All my life I hated the idea
herself a “naturalist at heart”
of getting
and says about
married,” Dame Helen
stripping in the theatre:
conﬁdes. “I thought it
“There’s something
would always be a massive
about a naked body on stage
mistake for me. I
that people are
was terriﬁed it would change
absolutely mesmerized
our relationship.”
and fascinated by. If
it’s a famous head on the
top of that naked
‘I
love being married’
body, they’re even more
absolutely gobstruck
But Dame Helen and Taylor
by the whole thing. I don’t
ﬁnally walked up
quite understand
the aisle 12 years after they
why, but it’s a weird thing
met. “One day I just
that happens.”
felt it would be the right
Away from the big screen,
thing for me to do. I told
the actress has led
Taylor I would marry him
an unconventional life. For
on the condition that
years, she was, by
nothing would change. But
her own admission, commitment-phob
when I woke up
ic. Three on the morning
years ago, she revealed she
after the weddingI realised
had been date-raped
everything had changed
several times between the
and I loved it. I felt
ages of 16 and
totally and utterly different.
I was his wife
and he was my husband
Helen with
and it was such an
her husband
enormous thing to me. It
was wonderful.”
Taylor
Whether or not she wins
Hackford
the Oscar ,
playing royalty has worked
out very well for
Dame Helen in the past.
She received her ﬁrst
Oscar nomination for her
role as Queen
Charlotte in 1994’s The
Madness Of King
George, for which she won
George
the Best Actress
award at Cannes. As well
as winning a string
of awards for The Queen,
she has also swept
the board for her portrayal
of Elizabeth I in
the television drama of
the same name.
But there’s one person whose
opinion on
her latest work is unknown.
“Am I concerned

Dressing up like the Queen

✽ 2 large aubergines, each cut thinly,

lengthwise, into about ten slices
✽ 4tbsp olive oil
✽ 250g feta cheese
✽ 1 large red chilli, ﬁnely chopped,
deseeded or not, depending on how much

the end
✽ Juice of one lemon
✽ Black pepper

Method
1. Preheat the barbecue or griddle
to a high heat.
2. Brush both sides of the
aubergine slices with the oil, and
cook them for about 2 minutes on
each side until golden and tender.
3. Crumble the feta into a bowl
and stir in the chilli, mint and
lemon juice and grind in some
black pepper. You don’t need salt,
as the feta is salty enough. Pile the
end-third of each warm aubergine
slice with a heaped teaspoon of
the feta mixture and roll each slice

up as you go to form a soft, st
bundle.
4. Place join-side down on a
and sprinkle with mint.

GOLDEN JUBILEE
CHICKEN

This started off life as a rew
of coronation chicken, the m
I can’t help liking – against
contemporary culinary str
– of cold chicken, mayo, ma
chutney, curry powder and
purée (or that’s how both m
grandmothers made it). Bu
wanted to pare it down and
it lighter and fresher, so th
Given the year of its incept
its derivation, it seemed on
to rename it thus.
✽ 1 mango, cut into small cubes

✽ 1 spring onion, ﬁnely chopped

✽ 1-2 red chillies (to taste), dese

ﬁnely chopped
✽ Juice of 1-2 limes (to taste)
✽ 1 cold cooked chicken breast,

cut into chunks
✽ 1 Little Gem lettuce, sliced or
✽ 1 large handful fresh coriande
✽ 1 teaspoon groundnut oil
✽ Few drops toasted sesame oi

Method
1. Tumble the mango cub
and their juice into a bow
mix in the chopped sprin
and chilli with your han
2. Squeeze over the lime
juice: use as much or as l
as you want.

Grilled aubergine
makes a great
starter before
a barbecue
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Your growing

Whether you’ve just
discovered that you’re
pregnant or you’re coping
with a blossoming bump,
your body is working
overtime to create a
new life inside you. Follow
your little one’s journey
with our fascinating
week-by-week guide

11-12 weeks

It’s over!
N

her
ow they’re
from
Nick can’t
Carla’s banned
affair, Leanne and each other. of grief. When he gets an earful
off
driving for a year enough, suspicious
keep their hands and at
Joinery
and, if that wasn’t in Ciaran, who later
They’re at it at The they nearly get
Michelle confides
Gail’s place, where secrecy adding
having an affair!
the
accuses him of accusations are
caught out! With pair are totally
the
Of course, their
just
to the passion,
other.
unfounded as Peter’s
caught up in each still on a mission totally do the right thing. And
Meanwhile, Carla’s Peter and loves trying to
at
a crack that too,
with
guilty Leanne has
to get it together
after she misses
sordid secret.
ending her affair
she’s
being in on Leanne’sthe subject with
concert because to
Simon’s school
She revels in raising knowing her
But will she stick
friend,
in bed with Nick. away from him?
her guilt-ridden
earshot. And, while
her guns and stay
fiancé Peter is in
but try to help
Peter’s done nothing

ffood

Leanne says
she wants to
be with Peter

week 35

and the ghost
ohn’s identity lie
continue to
of Colin Fishwick
On his
haunt him this week.shock of his
the
birthday, John gets comes looking
life when Joy Fishwick
he hasn’t been
for her son, saying attacked at work
seen since he was
Fiz wants to
months ago. Stunned, it, unaware
about
police
the
to
go
exactly where to
that John knows the factory floor!
find Colin – under much for
It’s all getting too
round to see his
John, who heads
to tell her
accomplice, Charlotte,of events.
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Clinging on to John,a tee. But, when
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worried woman
on him, her
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to an end as John
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she’s
that
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into the house andabout Colin!
all the dodgy mail an end to
put
Determined to
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turns
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hi
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warns him that and Fiz she’ll sp
time between her
their dark secret
the beans about
for good…
and ruin his marriage
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week 36

Keep chatting away to your
bump because your baby
can recognise familiar sounds,
such as your voice

week 37

week 31

week 32

The foetus has doubled in size from
seventh week, and by week 14 weigh
25g. The eyelids are still fused shut,
eyes are very sensitive to light. The fo
is now floating in around 100ml of am
fluid and is moving around quite a bi
sucking, breathing and swallowing re
developing at a rapid pace.

week 33

The eyes are now
fully open, and
will blink when
picking up light
through the womb

uk/corrie
visit: whatsontv.co.

Charlotte’s
got John
where she
wants him

Friday
Must-see
episode
26 Nov

The foetus has
doubled in size fro
week seven, and i
moving quite a bit

week 34

week 27

week 28

week 23

week 24

Your baby’s developing taste buds
can tell the difference between
sweet and bitter flavours

For more soap news

week 25

The beginnings
of your baby’s
permanent or
‘second’ teeth
are beginning
to form

week 26

week 20

week 21

Eye movements are
now seen, and your
baby can hear sound
and respond to light

week 22

week 16

week 17

week 18

By now there are an
amazing 32 taste
buds in place ready
for action, while the
eyelids are very
sensitive to light

week 19

week 13

week 14

week 15

week 9

week 10

week 11

week 12

week 5

week 6

week 7

week 1

week 2

week 3

week 8

The eyes are
The eyes continue
Tiny nostrils are
While they are covered by sealed lids,
starting to develop in to grow on either
present, as are the
your baby’s eyes are now fully
the outer layer
side of the embryo’s beginnings of
eyelids recognisable, and there are
of the embryo
touch pads
head. They will move and teeth. Little
forming on the end of tiny fingertips
round to the front of ears are also
now
the head as they
forming, internally
develop further
and externally

13-14 weeks

A scan may reveal
the sex of your baby
This is a time of rapid growth for the
foetus, growing 10mm per week and
with a five-fold weight increase.
Breathing movements start, and your
little one is now swimming around
happily in the amniotic fluid, without
disturbing you. If you have your dating
scan around this time, you might even
be able to tell the sex, as both ovaries
and testicles are formed around now
–
although it might not be too clear.

week 38

9-10 weeks

At around 3cm long and 5g in weight,
your
little one is a fully-fledged foetus! Calcium
is
starting to be deposited in bones, and
the
internal organs are formed and just need
to
grow. Limbs are much more defined,
and
arms, legs and hands can move towards
each
other (although you won’t feel this). There
is
rapid brain development during this time,
and
while they are hidden behind sealed lids,
the
foetus’s eyes are now fully recognisable.

Soaps

The embryo at
eight weeks

The heart is fully
formed, and limbs
are well developed
The head now has a high forehead, with
facial bones beginning to develop and
fuse
together. Eyes and ears that were mere
swellings in week six are now much more
defined, and are developing at a fast
pace.
During week eight the embryo is between
15-18mm long, with the heart already
fully
formed. The limbs are now well developed
and tiny movements are starting to take
place. The middle of the ear, responsible
for balance and hearing, is also formed.

At 10 weeks your
little one is now a
fully-fledged foetus!

12 www.thinkbaby.co.uk

The gestation sac is now approx
in diameter, with the embryo ju
to be seen by the naked eye. Yo
to grow in three distinct layers, a
this very early stage these layer
separated. The inner layer will b
lungs, liver and intestines; the m
up the skeleton, muscles, heart
vessels; and the outer layer is re
the brain and nervous system, as
baby’s skin, hair and lenses of th

7-8 weeks

5-6 weeks
The umbilical cord
has formed
Although the embryo is no bigger than
a nail head, the beginnings of the vital
organs are present. The heart has
begun to circulate blood, and two large
lobes of tissue also start to become
visible – this is your baby’s brain! The
eyes are starting to develop as discs on
the side of the head, which will move
to the front as they develop, and the
umbilical cord is in place for providing
nutrients from you to your baby.

Your baby’s senses

3-4 weeks

The heart begin
to beat at arou
22 days

Although you won’t know you are
pregnant, the foundations of your
pregnancy are now being laid down,
with the already growing embryo
made up of around 200 cells. After six
days of floating from the Fallopian tube
to the womb, it implants itself in the
womb wall and starts its 40-odd
weeks of growth inside a fluid-filled
bag called a gestation sac.

week 29

baby
grow
s

1-2 weeks

The embryo is
already made up
of around 200 cells

week 30
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w
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time
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is
matter
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Jamie says

Cooking for friends
has to
be my favourite way
to
cook and this meal
is all
about celebrating
the best
of autumnal English
produce and letting
the

ROAsT TOMATO & BReAD
Serves 6
Prep time: 15
minutes
Cook time: 1¼
hours
1 x 280g loaf of
ciabatta
2kg ripe tomatoes,
halved
½ a bulb of garlic,
broken into cloves
2 red onions, peeled

Starter

sOUP

and cut into 3cm thick
wedges
a pinch of dried
oregano
sea salt and freshly
ground black pepper
olive oil 3 tbsp
1 litre hot vegetable
stock, preferably
organic
a few sprigs of fresh
basil, leaves picked,
stalks reserved

238
calories
7.6 g fat

Preheat your oven to
skins. Pour in the hot vegetable
200°C/400°F/gas 6. lay
the
stock then roughly chop
halved tomatoes in a large
and add
roasting the basil stalks
tray, cut-side up, then scatter
with most of the
leaves. Cut your ciabatta
the unpeeled garlic cloves over
loaf
and
half, then tear one half into in
onion wedges. sprinkle with
the
the
soup. Bring everything to
oregano, season well with
the boil
salt and
then reduce to a low heat
pepper and drizzle with
for a
olive oil.
further 10 minutes.
Roast in the hot oven for
50
Meanwhile, get a griddle
minutes to 1 hour, or until
pan
the
on a high heat. Once screaming
tomatoes are soft and sticky.
hot, slice up your remaining
Once done, scrape everything
ciabatta and griddle until
into a large saucepan. Pick
lightly
out the
charred on both sides. Add
garlic cloves and squeeze
a
the soft
splash
of
red
wine vinegar, then
flesh into the pan, discarding
the
blitz with a hand blender
until fairly

Urban
Fox

le in tough tailoring,

Main

ca
1

ITAlIAn-sTyle ChICken
sTew
Serves 6
Prep time: 15
minutes
Cook time: 1¼
hours
Cost per serving:
£2.97

drumsticks, preferably
higher welfare
olive oil 6 tbsp
½ a bunch of fresh
rosemary
½ a bulb of garlic,
broken into cloves
500ml white wine or
chicken stock,
preferably organic
1.2kg baby new
potatoes, larger ones
halved

Preheat your oven to
looking good, return the
190°C/375°F/gas 5. Place
a large
the pan and add the rose
casserole-type pan on a
medium
sprigs and unpeeled garl
heat. Pop the flour in a large
bowl
Fry for a few more minut
and season well with salt
and
add the wine or stock and
pepper. Add the chicken
pieces
potatoes. Tear in the olive
and toss until well coated.
Add a
the whole lot to the boil,
good lug of olive oil to the
t
pan. In
the lid on or cover tightly
batches, fry the chicken
pieces
foil
and cook in the hot
until golden – you need
to do
oven for around 1
batches to make sure each it in
piece is or until the chickenhour,
in contact with the pan but
is
you’re
cooked through and
not cooking it through completely
tender. Take the lid off
now, just giving it a head-start
the pan for the last 10
colour wise. Once each
piece is
minutes of cooking to

ee fitness

4 tablespoons plain
flour
sea salt and freshly
ground black pepper
12 chicken thighs or

fr
ge club pass for
IN!foarsTa
WoW
your everyone!

55p shkIddIes!!

ame Helen Mirren has one
thing on
her mind as the Oscars approach
– and it’s not whether she
will win
Best Actress for her portrayal
of the
monarch in The Queen. “My
ﬁrst reaction is,
‘Oh my God, I’ve got to get
a dress.’ It is daunting
because that’s all anyone
wants to talk about.”
Whatever she wears, the
61-year-old
actress won’t want a repeat
of the experience
of being crowned Worst
Dressed – as she was
at the 1997 Golden Globes
– when she walks
down the red carpet this
Sunday. On that
occasion her outﬁt, a black
jacket and skirt
complete with knee-length
boots and hat, was
singled out for ridicule by
comic Joan Rivers.
However, as recent glamorous
appearances
testify, she has learnt from
past mistakes.
Last week, Dame Helen
looked stunning as
she beat Dame Judi Dench
and Kate Winslet
to the Best Actress Bafta.
On her role as the monarch
struggling to cope
with a public backlash following
the death of
Princess Diana, Dame Helen
says: “I look very
much like the Queen when
I’m wearing the
wig and the make-up. Even
people on the set
couldn’t look at me,” she
laughs. “To us English
people, the image of the
Queen that we’ve all
grown up with is so powerful
that people were
very unnerved by
it. My sister would
come to work
with me on the set
would say: ‘Don’t
look at me. You
look just like the
Queen, and I can’t
deal with it.’”
To play
Elizabeth II,
Dame Helen had

Makes 20 rolls

Serves 2-3

DEAGOSTINI
3 month contract - project development - creating new ideas
for the look of launches, designing packaging and backing boards for
re-launches (ie Funny Bones, Combat Tanks and Fairy Tale Dolls)

‘I DO WORRY WHAT
E
QUEEN THINKS OF MTH
E’

winter too.

heat you want
✽ Large bunch fresh mint, ﬁnely chopped,
with some saved for sprinkling over at

STILL onLy

FIRST FOR CELEBS

then cooking.
I tend to think of these simple
involtini as an ideal vegetable
picky-thing to serve either as
a starter before, or alongside,
a generally meat-heavy barbecue,
but they don’t have to be. Serve
them with drinks and you
don’t have to think about a ﬁrst
course for the rest of summer.
And I happily eat these deep in

DOMESTIC GODDESS
NIGELLA LAWSON
PICKS HER FIVE
FAVOURITE
FUSS-FREE RECIPES
FOR THOSE
LONG, HOT DAYS…

week 4

ART DIRECTOR FULL HOUSE AND THAT’S AMAZING
Overseeing the art department on all aspects of the main issue plus 6 specials a year including the Psychic Special. ALSO TOTALLY
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DESIGN OF THE NEW MONTHLY
REAL LIFE LAUNCH OF THAT’S AMAZING

variatio
coronation chic

You can griddle these aubergines,
grill them or just blitz them in the
heat of the barbecue: it doesn’t
really matter. The point is: once
the slices of aubergine are cooked,
you pile up one short end with
lemon-soused crumbed feta,
chopped red chilli and fresh mint
and roll the whole thing up; it’s
really more of an assembly job

NIG
y
sex
SUMMER
suppers
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freelance
work

NOTEBOOK (SUNDAY MIRROR) ● PSYCHOLOGIES ● ASDA
MAGAZINE ● SHOOTING TIMES ● ONE OFF SUPPLEMENTS FOR
THE PEOPLE ● BBC CHILDREN IN NEED 2011 ● MIRROR’S
CELEBS ON SUNDAY ● EXPRESS SATURDAY MAGAZINE ●
SKY MOVIES ● CLASSIC ROCK ● GARDENING WHICH? ●
WHATS ON TV ● ALL ABOUT SOAP ● THE TICKET ● WE LOVE
TELLY ● WHAT SATELLITE ● 25 BEAUTIFUL KITCHENS ●
SUGAR ● FABULOUS ● TESCO MAGAZINE ● WOMAN ● BEST
● SKY MAG ● OK! ● REVEAL ● CLOSER ● THE DAILY MAILS’
WEEKEND MAGAZINE ● TV EASY ● GOLF MONTHLY ● TWO
WHEELS ONLY ● RAMBLERS MAGAZINE ● TAKE 5

Golden Jub
chicken

GRILLED AUBERGINES
WITH FETA, MINT
AND CHILLI

Concentrate the

ﬂavour by roasting
the tomatoes in this
classic Italian salad

g! Yo ur m

a t e! 55p
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MUST
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alison christie

MUSIC PLAYER
the
Philips’ GoGear Muse 3 is
first music player to feature
SafeSound technology, which
controls the volume level
to
from different audio inputs
prevent it being played at
In
eardrum-rupturing levels.
addition to an inbuilt FM radio
with 20 presets, it has a
high-quality 3.2in touchscreen
so you can watch your
favourite videos. £109.99,
Philips (0906 101 0016)

COMPILED
BY CARLY
SMITH

phone: 07889485017 email: aliboodles@btinternet.com
address: 108 leahurst road, london se13 5nn

AVAILABILITY
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO
XXXX
RESS.CO.UK. PHOTOGRAPHS:

O.UK; CATRIN.GRIFFITHS@EXP
CONTACTS: CARLY.SMITH@EXPRESS.C

(1795-1881)
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Full
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£17

Signs

£5 each

M&S

Debenhams

Bird cage
candle holder

£10

Teacup

Cake stand

£9.50

£8.97

Wilkinsons

M&S

Tesco

£20

Kettle

Bright
ideas!

BHS

Frame

£3

Wilkinsons

STOCKISTS BHS 0844 411 6000 Debenhams
0844 561 6161 Hunkydory Home www.hunkydoryhome.co.uk
Matalan 0845 330 3330 Next 0844
M&S 0845 609 0200
844 8000 Tesco 0845 075 5000 Very
www.very.co.uk Wilkinsons 0845 608
0807

and
Cake maker Eric Lanlard
Persil washing-up liquid have
teamed up to create four
delicious recipes inspired by
Persil’s new scents. Get baking
at www.persildishwash.co.uk.

Cushion

£10

FIRST
Hired by editor Jane Johnson to redesign the magazine

MUST DO

HOMES

£12

Debenhams

Next

38

choice, spend a fortnight soaking
Bay is o
and the rum of Jamaica. Montego
with an abun
of the most popular resorts
on o
of bars, restaurants and watersports w
7799,
HOW: First Choice (0871 200 holiday
firstchoice.co.uk) offers 14-night
Holiday
Jamaica staying at the three-star
an all-incl
Sunspree in Montego Bay, on
(saving £44
person
per
£969
from
basis,
departing
person). Price includes flights
and t
Manchester airport on 28 August ma
in the
See more great holiday bargains

Jennifer Worth, author of Call
The Midwife, releases her latest
book, In the Midst Of Life,
in paperback on Thursday.
To order, call the Express
Bookshop on 0871 988 8365.

The
Fans of the tv comedy series
Inbetweeners (15) will be delighted
on
to hear that its first film is out
Friday. The boys, having finished
school, decide to go on holiday.
star.
Simon Bird and James Buckley

Oven gloves

PREGNANCY BABY AND YOU
Consultant on redesign, created new templates for regular
pages on re-launch

WHERE: JAMAICA
Caribbe
WHY: The ultimate chilled-out up the s

MUST READ

INSPIRED THINKING MOVIE OF THE WEEK

Scottish writer Thomas Carlyle

Bird
photo
frames

Floral
lamp

to
looking for a variety of things
facilities for fam
poolside. Offering fantastic
shops a
there is a wide range of restaurants, is a b
Sa Coma
attractions suited to all ages.
of top golf
resort that is within easy reach
country
courses, watersports and beautiful www.
HOW: Thomson (0871 231 5595,
self-caterin
thomson.co.uk) has a two-week
Aparthotel Co
deal at the four-star Hipotel
includes flig
Gran from £474pp. The price
27.
from Luton, departing on August

EDITED BY CATR

“Nothing builds self-esteem
and self-confidence like
accomplishment”

SATURDAY MAGAZINE

4

6 weeks at IPC MEDIAS CREATIVE SOLUTIONS
(working across the whole of the womens’ titles including
MARIE CLAIRE and LOOK - developing ideas for advertorials
on all subjects to be approved by clients)

its
The Thai island is famous for
blue sea and lush
locals, white sand, sparkling
island-hopping b
mountainous peaks. Take an
the night away
trip or head to Patong to party
9349, www.
HOW: Tropical Sky (0844 332nights at the
14
tropicalsky.co.uk) is offering
B&B basis from
four-star Patong Hotel on a
on selected d
£829pp (saving £235pp). Valid
from Heathrow
until October 23 with flights

HEELS
These shoes were
cut out for a night
on the town. £125,
Kate Kuba (www.
katekuba.co.uk)

CLUTCH
Be spotted
carrying this
leopard-print
bag. £89,
Phase Eight
(020 7471
4406, www.
phase-eight.
co.uk)

who turns
…to singer James Morrison
singer,
27 today. The Rugby-born
Give Me
known for hits such as You
will
Something and Broken Strings,
release his new album, The
Awakening, in September.

you
hy holiday for one week when thi
out
can go away for two? Check
week’s best 14-night offers…

WHERE: PHUKET
of Phuket.
WHY: Head to the idyllic beaches
friendly

BELT
Clinch that perfect look
with this beautiful belt. £25,
Warehouse (0845 122 2251,
www.warehouse.co.uk)

SUNGLASSES
Vogue sunglasses.
Dazzle your friends with these 0870, www.sunglasshut.co.uk)
264
£94, Sunglass Hut (0844

HAPPY BIRTHDAY...

W

WHERE: MAJORCA
perfect for
WHY: Holidays in Majorca aredo away fro

BRACELET
great with a tan.
This chunky cuff would look
at Debenhams
£12, J by Jasper Conran
.com)
(0844 561 6161, www.debenhams

LOVE IT!
4 months art directing a special project (redesign)

THIS WEEK’S

NECKLACE
This 9ct yellow
gold and silver
blue topaz
cushion-cut
pendant is a
gem, £79.99,
H.Samuel
(0845 609
2000,
www.
hsamuel.
co.uk)

DRESS
Sparkle in the
sun wearing this
gorgeous Hannah
crepe dress in
champagne. £195,
L.K. Bennett (0844
581 5881, www.
lkbennett.com).
Balina leather and
Swarovski crystal bag,
£295; covent suede
and croc leather
boots, £345, also
L.K. Bennett.

£35

Egg

Very

£

N

Canva

£15

Fabric
hearts

BHS

£6

Next

Welcome spring into your home
by injecting some colour…

Ca

£6

T

Bed
sheets

£19

Very

Owl

£10

Matalan

Photo magic!
Treat jar

Floral chair

Next

Debenhams

£10

Full
House! FREEBIE

£17.50

WIN Electronic Salter
kitchen scales!

Egg cups

£15

Hunkydory
Home
Mugs

Bowl

£7.50 each

£5

Debenhams

£

Full
House!

M&S

£

£

£

£

Lady luxe

Jamil is
presenter Jameela season’s
T4’s ultra-girly
ss for the new
the ideal ambassadre
court shoes
lady luxe heels.
Janes, pointed
Platform Mary
to the fabulous
heels all nod
snakeskin
and cigarette
Dalmation spots,
styles.
Forties, while
update the classic
and plush patent

Fetish

laces
straps, studs,
on
Bondage-ins pired
the key details
and buckles are
footwear.
prove
autumn’s fetish
heels, like Kylie’s,
shades
Gothic black
while metallic
the most popular,
subversive style.
vamp up the
KURT GEIGER
Snakeskin shoes,
£200

These electronic Magic Display Electronic
Scales by
Salter are ultra slim for easy storage. A
must for
any kitchen, they are guaranteed for 15
years. Visit www.salterhousewares.com.
We have two scales to give away,
worth £32.99 each! Enter online
with the code KSSS, or send your name,
address and phone number to Salter Scales
Freebie, Full House!, HBM Competitions,
PO Box
11098, Colchester, Essex, CO1 9NE by
June 13.

£

DOROTHY
PERKINS
Mary Janes,
£48

£

F
Ho

BARRATTS
Shoes, £40

NEW LOOK
Shoes, £29.99
ASOS
Wedges,
£95
OFFICE
Shoes, £82

HOT TV
Special Projects at Northern and Shell - lads TV mag for the Daily
star

launches

ZARA
Lace-ups,
£99.99

NEXT
Platforms, £32

ZARA
Court shoes,
£69.99
RIVER ISLAND
Peep-toes, £65

SCHUH
Shoes, £70
DOROTHY PERKINS
Wedges, £80

TV EASY
Art Editor on first phase of the launch.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• WE
DUNE
Shoes, £80

BOURNE
Sandals, £80.85

Monochome,
£55, Ikea
(0845
358 3363)

Light
fantastic

CHAT IT’S FATE
Brought in to redesign the magazine to ensure its progress from
a one-off issue to a successful monthly title, selling 90,000 issues.

Patterned,
£12, Habitat
(0844 499
1111)

Green,
£58, Kartell
(Kartell.com)

Mushroom, £187,
Mac & Mac
acinteriors.com)
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The shape
of things
to come

FaShioN

Want to know what
you’ll
be wearing this autumn
/
winter? Check out
these
key fashion trends
...

Chic Boho:
inject an ordered
outfit with
a few flamboyant
ruffles to
soften your overall
look
Black and beige
coat,
£785, Jonathan
Sanders
at Selfridges. Top,
£45,
Principles. Necklace,
£12,
reedom at Topshop.
racelet, £10, Freedom
at
opshop. Trousers
£25, New
ook. Shoes, £179.
Stuart
eitzman

UTY
FIRST FOR BEA

ls
Precious meta
make-up
latest metallic
Sparkle in the
EYES Blue
OL’ BLUE
Eye Liner in Green

Versace Perfect
black with this striking 800
Take a break from
408
eyeliner. £17, 01273
steel-blue liquid

Hollywood Glamour:
Take your sartorial
inspiration from
the
screen sirens of
the
1940s when it comes
to
dressing up
Blush satin dress,
£1110,
Collette Dinnigan
from
Fenwick. Shoes,
£95,
Dune

Daily Express Saturday

Magazine

azzle
d Gold
ds
himmer.
perdurug

OW

SILVEREyesSHAD

2085
DuWop Gray
lids. £20, 020 8740
Perfect for smokey

PEN
FRIEND

Ruby & Millie
I-Powder Pen in
Black & Silver
This handy
eyeshadow pen
delivers just
the right amount
of powder.
£10.50, Boots

PERFECT
POLISH

GO FOR
GOLD
24K Lip Gloss

UZIK
FRANKM
The AM
Do It In

FOREIGNER

OF THE WEEK

Acoustique ★★
Mick Jones (definitely
The
not the one from
brush
Clash) and co
off such bloodlessly
as
perfect tunes Girl
Waiting For A
Like You in an
unplugged style.album sales suggest the
songs will
Seventy million
and two new
reverential re-runs Stuffed shirts optional.
find an audience.

ARCHIVE

FEAT
LITTLEThe
Hot
40 Feat:
Tomato
Anthology

★★★★

first
considers it his
undoubtedly
let You Go). Morrison
and fans will and pleading
“proper” album
N
to his husky
in songs
JAMES MORRISO
respond positively
★★
expressing candour
The Awakening
raw-edged voiceeven as they open wounds.
James
have
his third album
that offer balm the personal trials that
ith the title of
a break with
out to mark
And yet for all
Awakening’s
Morrison sets . Those releases,
inspired it, The
is difficult to
its predecessors 2008’s
great leap forward
and
musically the
Undiscovered For Me,
discern. Indeed,
familiar.
Truths
formula is wearily the producer
Songs For You,
4.5 million.
Bernard Butler,
sold a total of bagged James
12 tracks, follows
on 10 of the
Undiscovered Brit Award
that has become
Vocal
the smooth path
a Best Male
Jessie J
made
the albums
Morrison’s trademark.
and together
her sultry side
sensitive, easy
steps up to show
while
of
him into the
future hit Up,
table singer
on the likely
listening coffee
on board to
comes
Snow Patrol/
the
Wilson
for
Dan
choice
In My Dreams
lend the yearning
Coldplay generation. was stung
pep.
a transatlantic strings that
Even so, Morrison
characterised
The billowing
funk
by criticism that
g and
dashes of Motown
him as an undemandin
of ersatz
feature throughout, and dramatic churchy
Music)
Your
anonymous purveyor
(Slave To The
in mind, The
red Right By
songs
gospel-flavou
soul. With that
Yet, regardless
freighted with
organ in the
musical variety.
Awakening comes life changes and emotional
more often
Side aim for
them, the songs to clichés to
inspired by major
27, has weathered
of what inspired
resort
sparkle and
storms that Morrison,
than not lack
a star.
(the
since becoming the birth of his first child (In
earnestness.
biographical
affect
welcome this
These include
alcoholic father
but for the
Followers may
death of his
the comfort zone,
title track), the Person I Should Have Been)
journey through Awakening will be a snooze.
The
My Dreams and strength of his bond with
unconverted
and the
Gill (I Won’t
long-term girlfriend

ELVIS PRESLEY
★★★★
The Big Beat

Young Man With can you take? This
the year
How much Elvis
focuses on 1956,
to
five-CD box
left Sun Records
the Tupelo Titan
10million-selling
the
become the
who rocked
supernova sensation
RCA masters,
s and
world. Collecting
performance it’s a
outtakes, live
at £59.99
even interviews,
document.
costly but illuminating

★★★

Cranky misshapen
sea shanties, madcap
musings involving
gay pirates and
loopy
in French films, spoken
and
bewitching girls
stomping beats
harmonising, – it’s all here. This may be
word interludesfor most but Cosmo’s
too scattergunworth cheering.
eccentricity is

The Whole Love

beIng
a tempora
ry
teetotall
er?

mark
Cinderella’s
determined to
Although she’s Aloud’s wild card and is a
herself as Girls Nicola’s solo debut
l
nuttiest member,
pretty conventiona
ragbag of likes,
gripes, strange pop
singing, wonky
and bizarre rapping.
Sticks And Stonesof
reveals the trials
Really,
pop stardom.
Ma’am? Your
pumpkin awaits.

★★★★

Jeff Tweedy’s
band’s 15-year
career has been
a splendidly
varied journey.

Their eighth
but
and uneven
are gutsy,
album is a rickety
beast. There the real
still loveable
rockers, but
lo-fi, stumbling
the mellow acoustic
thrills are in Mind and the epic closer
treats Open Morning. Kissable.
One Sunday

ZOLA JESUS

Mind ★★★★
Trouble On Myhalf of superior
Mister T is one Clipse. Here,
sibling rap duo collective Odd
with shock rap
34-year-old
Future, Bronx-born
nonchalantly
frontman Tyler
menacing
pushes this glowering
dangerous
spell. Throw
track into dark,casts a heady mesmerising
territory as he wind.
caution to the

Conatus ★★
The spirit of the
tirelessly tiresome
gets
Siouxsie Sioux
put in an art rock to
blender, whipped
a froth and baked
goth
start
into a stodgy Gloom descends from the
close.
blancmange.
fixed until the
and remains firmly
the least.
Irksome to say

STAR RATINGS:

★★★★★

Cut It down,
not out

learn From
your sober

spell
Don’t despair. Your
Lenten reserve
may have taught
you good habits you
can benefit from,
especially if you can

bIt’

from Surrey,
works in
sales. She
quit booze
for 17 weeks
recently

DIONNE
BROMFIELD
& TINCHY
STRYDER2012 ★★★
Spinnin For
song
The Olympic theme
not only
gives a boost Dionne,
to Tinchy and
Amy Winehouse’s
but also
goddaughter, Speech
Mercury winner
the
Debelle who wrote
original tune on
which this upbeat
remake is based.
It serves its
scene-setting,
crowd-rallying
purpose with
energy
to spare.
No sleep
’til Stratford.

ON YOUR M
Tinchy S

CuttIn
down
the
posItIV
eFFeCt

1

Alcohol has almos
same calorie conte
pure fat. A glass of
has as many cals as
of crisps, and a pint
of lag
as many as a sausage
roll.
drinking increases
appeti
because it lowers
blood su
levels, so cutting
down rea
does help you lose
weight

keep it up a little longer.

should be viewed positively, Any quit attempt
Quitting alcohol in
short bursts is
Jackie Andrade, professor according to
akin to losing weight
of Psychology at
Plymouth University.
according to Dr Sneh by crash dieting,
‘A recent research paper
found it only takes
Medical Director at Khemka,
two to three months
Bupa. ‘If people take
to
develop a habit,’ she
six months off, they
says. ‘So if you can quit
tend to have a rebound
for
three months, replace
when they go back,
it with something else
and possibly drink more
and make that the
heavily than before.
habit, it’s a
As with diets, often
‘
A
nd focus on the immediate good start.
the
rebound effects are
things you can
worse than the abstinence
do with the spare energy
benefits. There’s no
you have when
medical evidence to
you’re not hungover
suggest detoxing
– like taking the kids
reduces levels of toxins
‘the rebound effects football or walking to
to
in you, because the
when you start
work. That has much
body
again
is designed to deal
more impact
can be worse than
with
toxins that you put
the on motivation than
abstinence benefits
into it daily, via the
looking
’
liver
long term.
and kidneys.’
If you’ve done that
enjoyable thing once,
Not only that, you’re
you’ll have a positive
likely to replace booze
image in your mind
with other bad habits.
which will make you
‘Often alcohol is
more
inclined to think twice
associated with social
about having a drink.’
activity, so if you’re
Getting to the end
not
drinking you compensate
of a period of enforced
in other ways: for
abstinence also teaches
instance, smoking or
you that you can
eating more,’ he says.
do it, that there are
Rather than the odd
alternative ways to
month of abstinence
enjoy
yourself, and even just
here and there, it’s
that there are other
more helpful to aim
things to drink at the
for
two or three alcohol-free
bar.
days a week, says
Colin Shevills of Balance,
the
the North East of England. alcohol office for
‘Give your body a
chance to recover for
48 hours if you’ve had
a particularly heavy
session, but there’s
little
point taking longer
off if you’re just going
to return to bad habits
afterwards. Weekly
alcohol-free days are
a good idea as a means
Kathryn
of
cutting down overall
consumption.’ (Just
don’t
Haddock, 31,
think you can make
up for Dull Monday
with
Binge Friday.)

RAY FOXX ft

LOVELLE
Trumpeter)
La Musica (the
★★
n tune
This out-of-seaso
frivolously
centres on a
carefree Latin-tinged
a cute and
breakdown, seductive
airy vocal and
its sound-ofof brass. Sadly
too little too
warm blasts
feels as if it’s
summer stamp
calling, low-grade what
quite
late. With autumn
cast-offs aren’t
Basement Jaxx ordered.
the dance doctor

Brilliant

If you gave up alcohol
for Lent you’re probabl
feeling pretty smug
y
right now. But will
any of the
healthy effects of
your 40-day abstinen
ce last
beyond the long weeken
d? We look at the
benefits
and pitfalls of being
a temporary teetotal
ler…

Picture: Getty Images.

Chanel Cristalle
lipgloss adds just
This sparkling silver
kissable lips.
a hint of shine for
ww.chanel.com

sINgLEs
PUSHA T

I was
smash things.
song to
at my hair and
le. I wrote the on
of those places
doing
hysterical, uncontrollab
“Bradford’s one says. “That’s
‘What are you
she
her birthplace.
myself. It’s saying,Get up! You could be
it
nothing to do,”
similar qualities
where there’s it’s a compliment. Because
having fun’.
the kitchen floor?
someone with
about it or out yourself from
think he saw
full of ideas thatthe
not a criticism, get to be creative. It allowed
writing a song
ago – a brain
out –
it you free
me with all
to him years
better watch
I wanted.”
is vacuous, you
else who
He then put
“By talking about
ady Gaga had the new shock pop
the things that
Hopefully anyone
in her
wanted to create.
is
me to focus on
the experience. it will feel the same way.”
that the imagery reflection
Natalia Kills block. Weilding an axe
Eyed Peas man
right people.”
real
Natalia insists
has gone through sings of being in love
that the Black he is with his
dynamo on the basque and
but rather a
She reckons
in
songs is no pose, and wanton desires.
On Zombie she
with her than
while dressed
self
Keery-Fisher
Cole.
is less hands-on
them,” she
Natalia
of her inner
with a, er, Zombie.
charge, Cheryl
I tried to hide
suspenders, Natalia for songs
in language,”
are less
or if
most famous
videos
“For a long time I thought, ‘What am I
“They don’t respond
he works with
in their veins,
people
their
imagery.
then
blood
makes eye-popping
no
and
“But
“Other
violent
smiles.
sex and
that haunts
the
explains. “There’sTheir heart’s not beating.
writing and producing lay in
throbbing with
doing?’ Something
sabbatical from
abilities
involved with
to such a degree
being in love
there is it’s cold.
she says. “Their those great
signed her
Now on an extended
disturbs me
album is about
own vision,”
of
will.i.am has
be out there.
“Most of the
his heart beat
He’s just one
really should
Black Eyed Peas, debut album Perfectionist
knows how
I couldn’t make could have done
other areas.
my own
her
a talent and
with this guy.
“I go deep into life. That’s
up, releasing
what I did. I
people who sees
potential.
own
Cherrytree label.
faster no matter the most romantic
mother
reach its full
fears and my come from. I
on the trendy
is
to allow it to
to a Uruguayan
down to the
making music
anything – recited
where my ideas
Born in Bradford Natalia moved to
“I always say
that I’m
sonnets, strippedhave got a
all about
father,
Shakespeare
actress
therapy. It’s
might be exposing
and Jamaican
– nothing could wildly, but the
cheaper than and opinions.
teens. As a childhood
sexiest outfit
completely psychotic.
London in her nine, her credits included
him. I loved him less I got.”
my experiences
you want.”
of
to it and
the
reaction out of
Take it how
The
from the age
“If people relate
get a reaction,
On the track
on Radio 4 institutionMe.
more I tried to album is filled with a nothrough
appearances
About
they’ve been
her
Acid Annie, she
the sitcom All rapper MC
conciliatory
Although
that’s
has
and
Archers
volatility, she
similar things,
career as
ies.
sings about her
holds-barred
really think
With a previous
belt, Natalia
and her contemporar
great. I don’t
17-year-old self.
also under her
measured
words for Gaga her at the top,” Natalia
which were
Verbalicious
–
success can be
hysterically
and
tracks on MySpacePerez Hilton.
“I hope to see
anybody down
“I was crying
posted some
here to take
with chart placingsfrom
floor,” she
celebrity blogger
boasts. “I’m not same team.
of
on the kitchen
a
picked up by
finances, it comes dream
moment was
her to the attention
we’re all on the in girl power, I just think
own
recalls. “Every myself into
US.
This brought
making your
goes
took her to the
“I don’t believe
always
I hope nobody
off
debate – to throw
will.i.am, who acting I always found I
come true. It’s mine to be
be powerful.
else.”
or throw myself
girls should
of
clothes,
“When I was
this guy’s arms he didn’t want me.
on behalf of anybody
been a dream States
the script, my
down in flames
I
wanted to change Natalia, 25. “I began to
a bridge because
out here in the
is out now.
one to do so
says
director,
● Perfectionist
everything,”
“I’d no idea whichwith both. I’d pull
WORD UP:
making music.”
to be my own
Natalia spent
because
realise I wanted
Natalia’s gunning
constantly battled
Growing up,
I had to quit
in her parents’
for Gaga
my own scriptwriter. every character
in
as much time
to change
countries as
I was trying
★ Dreadful
respective home
★★ Poor
I
into myself.
★★★ Average
attracted will.i.am.
what
that’s
Good
★★★★
“I feel

L
Is The
Or Am I Strange?

Is It worth

NICOLA ROBERTS
Eyes ★★★

CAREFUL WEIT, NHAT
THAT AX

INTERVIEW

COSMO
JARVIS
World Strange

CASE STUD

LIPS
LUSCIOUS
Gloss in 39

H

MEET WILL.I.AM’S
SHARP NEW
PROTEGE AT
THE CUTTING
EDGE OF POP

Fronted by late
wayward genius
Lowell George,
the Feat weredly
bootleg-frien
three-CD
one of the greatest
the 70s. This concert
live bands of
formidable
cache raids theirand after George’s
archives beforethe first disc here
death, making
funk splendour.
essential. Swamp

W

WONKY POP:
Nicola Roberts

posted a
three
Kate McGill
around when ces on YouTube. Now,
the
er world turned
of 44,000 on
bedroom performan
is
on a tour
selection of – with a subscriber fanbase
views – Kate
embarking
years later
g nine million album Replaced and
I
an astonishin
debut
website and intimate soul-baring
. “I never thought
the 21-year-old
first video up
releasing her franchise Caffe Nero.
my room,” says
else. I put the
s built,
of coffee shopmade music alone in
or to anyone
as subscriber
anyone else, mind. But gradually
“I’d always
to play with
aim in
down
was good enoughor two without any happen.”
actually turned it came
to show a friend
artist, Kate
because
amazing could
ntly-minded
competition
it seemed something
of an independe
an online music
she won in
The epitome
: Kate admits
prize moneyattached.
NERVOUS stage fright
£100,000 in
strings
she suffers
with too many about YouTube is
“What I love middle man,” she
no
that there’s
the whole fame
makes
“It
Factor
X
says.
on The
grabbing thingWhy would
seem bizarre.
anyone do that?”now is to get
All she needs nerves.
over her stage never been my
“Gigs have could be the
forte. Vodka
admits
answer,” Kate
with a laugh.
out on
● Replaced is tour
Monday. UK same
starts the
day.

★★★

Y
‘I quIt... For
a

ALL THAT
GLITTERS

Revlon Luxurious
Color Eyeliner in
Antiqued Gold
gold
Line your lids in
look.
for a seductive
2716
£6.99, 0800 085

ALBUMs

Vincent Frank’sdebut
Complete Me into
didn’t take off in
the stratosphere
the way his most
ardent supporters
with everyone
backroom rolesGaga kept him
wagered. But
to Lady
he delivers a
from Ellie Goulding
relocated to LA, in and
buoyant. Now
journey
life.
polished, rictus-grinning
world of club
around the heady
of substance at
Best check expectations
the door, though.

LACKS SPARKLE:
James Morrison

KNOWLEDGE OF:
CS5 indesign CS5, Phototshop CS5, Illustrator, QuarkXpress 7
Also thorough knowledge of Future publishing’s STUDIO
the Northern and Shell’s CONTENTSTATION
the Mirror’s CONTENTWATCH and IPCS EMAGINE.

9

2011
September 23-29,

Kate weaves her
web of wonder

HAUNTING:
Natalia Kills

2011
September 23-29,

Fake Bake
a
Pumps up lips for
perfect pout. £9,
0870 054 4455

O.P.I Nail Lacquer
in Sapphire
This pretty polish
gets its sparkle
from diamond dust.
010
£16.75, 01923 240

Stockists
Creative Nail Design 01132 162994
Freedom at Topshop 01277 844186
Diva at Miss Selfridge 01277 844157
Jane Norman 020 7659 1234
Jane Shilton 020 7736 7771
Marks & Spencer 0845 302 1234
Martine Wester 020 7384 6288
New Look 0500 454 094
QVC 0800 514 131

WILCO

DEN
RY

Turquoise bag
www.agiftfrom
thegods.com
£28

Heart clips
Jane Norman
£5

CD

KNAVE AND FIESTA
Assistant art Editor

Ring
Freedom
at Topshop
£6

Isis Woman Eau
de Toilette
Marks &
Spencer £9.50

Nail varnish
in Hotski To
Tchotcke
Creative Nail
Design £10

8

61

d’Artiﬁces
Chanel Lumière
latest
sequins on Chanel’s
Inspired by the
this is almost too
fashion collection,
l.com
£29, www.chane
beautiful to use!

Ruby & Millie
glow. £12, Boots
For a subtle bronzed

Beaded
watch
QVC £21
Aqua bangle
New Look £5

FREELANCE DESIGNER
LOVING ● BEST ● BELLA ● RAW ● CHAT ● WOMAN’S
WEEKLY ● BONSAI ● WOMAN’S REALM ● ARTHUR ANDERSON ● DANDELION EDITIONS BOOKS LTD
sINgINg THE
sNOOzE
EAGLEMOSS PUBLICATIONS
Senior Designer - partworks

INS
SEEING SEQU
Eyeshadow

HY
JUST PEAC
Orange
Cheek Colour in

Flower necklace
QVC £31.50

AWARDS
IPC Designer Of The Year

(Macandm
style
notes
Go all
out with
colour and
into
turn a lamp
.
a talking point

Teacups, £100, Laura
5999)
Ashley (0871 983

Glass bangle
Diva at Miss
Selfridge £8

Words: Rhiannon Vivian.

Compiled by: Pip McCormac

Retro, £135,
Berry Red
(01432
274805)

Blue, £15, Bhs
(0845 196 0000)

Wood and
velvet, £165,
Heal's (08700
240780)

Make
Waves

21

Dive into summer with these
ocean-inspired accessories

It’s
FaB

For style that
shines switch
on a sexy
table lamp

Sapphire
pendant
Martine Wester
£33.75

Turquoise
Scarf
Martine
Wester
£25

COMPILED BY: SALMA EL-SAYED
PHOTOS: PIXELATE

Blue and gold,
£85, Graham
And Greene
(0845 130 6622)

Bases, £67.50
each; shades,
£21.25 each,
all Berry
Red (01432
274805)

PICK ME UP
Art Director on initial stage of the launch.

TO SHOP

MISS
KURT GEIGER KURTGEIGER.COM,
JSHOES JSHOES.COM,
STUDIO TMLS STUDIOTMLS.COM,
4515, DUNE DUNE.CO.UK,
4904, SCHUH SCHUH.COM,
PERKINS 0845 121
ISLAND 0208 991
.COM, DOROTHY
9606 300, RIVER
BOURNECOLLECTIONOFFICE.CO.UK, PRIMARK 0118
OFFICE
01274 893 845, BOURNE
NEXT 0844 844 8000,
OK.CO.UK
ASOS.COM, BARRATTS
STOCKISTS: ASOS121 4517, NEW LOOK NEWLOOK.COM,
SELFRIDGE 0845
ZARA ZARA.COM
OM, CAPITAL.
TOPSHOP TOPSHOP.COM,
BY XPOSUREPHOTOS.C
PHOTOGRAPHS
BY LARA MYALL

Sandals
Jane
Shilton
£34.99

20

fStyle

TOPSHOP
Sandals, £65

STUDIO TMLS
Lace-ups, £130
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drinking less lon
term changes yo
metabolism, the
way you digest
a
deposit fat. the
body isn’
designed to store
alcohol
it focuses on getting
rid
it, rather than processingo
fat and other nutrients
as
efficiently as it should.
aft
about six months,
weight
will come off tricky
areas l
the love handles.
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Your liver is the organ
that breaks down
food and converts
it
into energy. If you’re
not pumping alcohol
into it, it
can do that more
efficiently,
you’ll feel more sprightly. so

‘I’m a weekend drinker:
out with the girls for
pizza, bottle of wine,
cocktails and shots.
Eight
months before I stopped
drinking I joined
Slimming World. I
lost weight but found
that
while I was a saint
in the week, I’d ruin
it on
Saturday night. So
one jaded Sunday
last year, I
decided to quit for
12 weeks.
Generally, people
were shocked – and
didn’t
want me to do it. It
was as if my being
sober took
the edge off their
being drunk. I spent
a lot of
time justifying myself.
People would “forget”
I wasn’t drinking and
bring me something
alcoholic, but my
resolve n

Ironically, during the
17 weeks I eventually
did,
I went out more because
I was never hungover.
Immediate benefits
were saving money,
seemingly endless
weekends and wanting
to
exercise. Socially it
wasn’t anywhere near
as
bad as I thought. I
had a great time and
the
freedom to drive home
any time I wanted.
The
longer I spent sober,
the less the temptation
so I
extended the run
from 12 to 17 weeks.
One
night
a friend and I went
to a single’s party.
We didn't
drink, and we were
both shocked by how
civilised
it was

after 4-6 weeks
you
skin will be less
dry
and look younger,
as alcohol is a
dehydrator.

My “return to alcohol
night”, was a fairly
quiet
gathering with the
girls. I had a glass
of white
wine, and to be honest
it tasted pretty horrid.
Then, as time went
on, I found myself
going for
more nights out and
gradually got back
into the
swing of it all.
Giving up for 17 weeks
definitely changed
me
though. I see things
more rationally now,
like,
instead of rescheduling
plans to accommoda
a hangover, I just won’t
te
drink that night. I
k

Alcohol is a depressant,
affecting the central
nervous system.
Although the initial
effects may seem
stimulating,
it then slows down
the way
you think, speak,
move and
react. Less of it means
a more
balanced mood.
drinking less than
the recom

